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This is another podcast from one of the many podcasts that I like to listen to. This one
is from the Jason Stapleton Program, definately worth a listen! 

Virtue Signaling Has Now Gone Mainstream

"Over the past several years, we've witnessed the collapse of trust in institutions that
had been built over decades. Most sensemaking apparatuses were formerly generally
accepted by everyone. We're talking about corporate media outlets, universities,
public health bureaucracies, etc. Now that they've revealed themselves to be
completely captured by political corruption, people are scrambling to find new sources
they can trust. This is creating a rise in tribalism as people retreat into their corners.

Now could be a great time for people who value liberty and prosperity to evangelize
those without a home.

Yet so many liberty-oriented communities are bogged down in elitism, virtue signaling,
and in-group jargon. Not long ago, it seemed like it was the crazy SJW crowd who were
inundating us with weird new words, where the complexity and ambiguity seemed to
be a feature, not a bug.

Now you can hardly dip your toe into a libertarian or libertarian-adjacent community
(like crypto, for example) without finding yourself surrounded by people who seem
more interested in advertising their intelligence or ideological purity than in actually
providing value or helping people out of bad situations.

Sometimes it seems like the worst enemies of liberty are those who talk about it the
most.

******
If you're ready to take control of your life, income, and future, go to 
http://mynomad.network and join the Nomad Network to get started. Brand new app
hitting app stores soon!
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Give your business an unfair advantage in less than 3 minutes a day. Get the daily
newsletter that delivers the most actionable and tactical growth strategies available
today, straight from the mind of a marketing genius: http://dailyalchemy.me.

Learn the blueprint for generating predictable and sustainable income from anywhere
on earth: http://www.nomadicwealthoffer.com.

Jason on Twitter: https://twitter.com/jason_stapleton
Jason on IG: https://www.instagram.com/thejasonstapleton
Jason's website: https://jasonstapleton.com

Matt on Twitter: https://twitter.com/realkingpilled

Don't forget to like and subscribe, and please share the show!"
http://www.jasonstapleton.com
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